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ABSTRACT

This study consists of three sections and first of them is reserved for the Basic con
cepts. Necessary concepts and relations obtained among the magnıtudes of a ruled surface

Rx and parameter ruled surfaces (chosen as prîncipal ruled surfaces) R of a cong-

mence R (u,v) are given in the section II so as to use in the third section.

In the section three, the relation

B = P ( Cos 4? 
p B. +

Sin İp d 4, 
“ds" Ro)+

is found among the Blaschke vectors (dual instantaneous speeds) of the three ruled surfaces 
mentioned in the seçtin II. Using this relation, the formula of Liouville, J. for the theory of 
surfaces is generalized to the line space by giving the relation among the dual splıerical cur- 
vaturs which are the invariants of the ruled surfaces, and some corollaries concernîng with 
thcme relations are given.

I Basic Concepts

I.l. A ruled surface Rj is given by a unit dual vector depending on

One real parameter t: Rj(t) = rj(t) -j- s f,(t)- One of the invarints 
of this ruled surface is

Q
P

S = (I.l)

which is known as dual splıerical curvature of the ruled surface, (3).

The relation

Ru5 = F = f+ £f=-0 (1-2)
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characterizes that principal ruled surfaces are being taken as parame-
ter ruled surfaces for a line congruence which is given by a dual vector 
depending on two real parameter:

R (u,v) = r (’i’V) + e r (u,v) (1.3)

,(2).

1.2. Let w be Darboux vector (instantancous rotational vector) of the

sobd trihedron (e.'1'' Cj) moving with respect to a real parameter
t. Derivative vectors of this trihedron are:

dej 
dt = W A eı, (i = 1,2,3) (1-4)

^2’

(4,5).

II. Preliminaries
A ruled surface and parameter ruled surfaces of the congruence

(1.3) are given by the unit dual vectors Rj = R/t) = R (u(t), v(t))

and Rjj = Rjj (u,Vo), Rjı R2: (uo,v) respectively. Blaschke tri

hedron of these rules surfaces passing through the common line Ro =

Ro (uo,Vo), for the value t = to, of the congruence R (u,v) are:

(Ro=Rp R„ R3), (Ro=R„, P12, P13)’ (Po—P21» R,3) (ILI)
Blaschke vectors of these trihedrons

B = Q Ro + P R3, B, = QjRo + P^R^, B, = Q,Ro + PA3 (II.2)

and dual arc elements of these ruled surfaces

are
dS = P dt, dSj = Pj du, dS^ = P^ dv 
given respectively, ^vhere

(II.3)

p == V Ru^ = v'E, P2 = V R^,, = v'E (II.4)2

When parameter ruled surfaces are taken 
we have

as principal ruled surfaces.
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= o<Bj2, B22 (11.5)
and

B32 X B,, Ru X R^ 
VEĞ~ - Ro (11.6)

If the dual angle between the unit dual vectors Rj and Rj^ is 
then we have

R2 = Cos 4 B,2 + Sin 4 R22

Gos 4^ =

(11.7)

dS, 
dS

dS.= , Sin 42= (II.8)
CIO 0.0 (J.OdS

(!)•
Theorem 111. The edges of Blaschke trihedrons of parameter ruled 
surfaces coincide with each other under the condition that their 
direction and orders are not the same, e.i:

Bi3 B22 ve R23 (11.9)~ Bj2

(Bo — Rıı — R215 Bj2 — R235
^13 — ^22)

(11.10)
Curollary II.l. The Blaschke vectors (11.2) can be only expressed

by the vectors Rj2, R22 and Ro.
CoroUary 11.2. The edges of Blaschke trihedron (II.10) change 

as function of the both parameters u and v, and by taking (II.9) into 
account, we have

aRo
Ou = Bj X Ro, SRo 

öv = B2 X Ro,
gB32 

S V = B2 X Ri2

ŞB^

Su
= X R,2,

Su = Bj X R,3,
gB33 

Sv = R, X R„ (11.11)

gB22

Su = Bj X R.■22’
gR22 

Sv B2 X R22,
^1^23 

Su = Bj X R23,
gB23 

Sv

B2 X R23
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Corollary II.3. For the parameter ruled surfaces Rj, and R^^ 
have.

we

<Bj2, gB22 
aSj = — <R 22,

gR12 (VE)v 
VER

<R22, ^Bi2
8S, <Bj2, i

(11.12)

41).

III. The relation among Blaschke vectors of ruled surfaces of a 
hne congruence (in this section, parameter ruled sufaces are 
taken as principal ruled surfaces)

Theorem III.1. Let R, and R,’l 11’ R^j be a ruled surface and pa-

rameter ruled surfaces of a congruence R (u,v) recpectively. Pj and

Pj be magnitudes, Bj and be Blaschke vectors of the parameter

ruled surfaces and respectively. Then we have

dB,2 
dS = c X R.12’

dR‘■22

dS = C X R22, dRo 
dS = C X Ro (III.l)

, where ıp is the dual angle between the unit dual vectors R^ and

Rjj, which are the second edges of Blaschke trihedrons of the ruled sur

faces R, and R,•11’ and where

Cos tp Bı + Sin 4*
B2 (111.2)

1

C = P 1

Proof: Since (11.12) and (II.7), the unit dual vectors Rj^, R22 and Rj 
can be expressed as the functions of dual are lengts and S^, By using 
the two last relations of (II.3) and (II.4), and the relations (II.8), (II.11) 
can be tvritten as the follovving:
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dR.2 

dS
aRp 
as.

dS, 
dS

g«i2 

5S2
SS2 
as — Bj X R,2

+ R2 X Rj2

Cos İp
-\/J^

Sin İp

+

If we consider (III.1) and (II.4), we have

dR,2 
dS = C X R■12 (III.3)

and using the similar way, we have

d Rj2 
~d^ = C X R,̂22 (11.4)

from the relation (II.6)

dRo 
dS

Jg (^12 ^22) --
dR12 

dS X R22 + R,2 X
<1^22 

dS

and if we use the relations (111.3,4,5 and 6)

dRo 
dS = (C X R12) X R22 + R], X (C X R22) = C X (Ri2 X R22)

and hy taking (II.6) into account, •we have

dRo 
dS = c X Ro (IIL5)

And from the relations (III.3), (III.4) and (III.5) 
(III.2).

we get the relaUon

Corollary III.1. For the parameter ruled surfaces R,, and R^,, 
wc -vvrite

<^22’
dR12 

dS
^12’

*^^22 

dS
—■ <C, Ro> (III.6)
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Proof: From (III.1) and (II.6)

<B22’ dRız 
dS = <R,2, C X R12 <Ri2 X RzZ’ = <Ro, C>C

and if (II.5) is derived with respect to S

B22’ dR,
dS

12 R]25 dBzz 
dS

is obtained.

Theorem III.2. Let a ruled surface R, and parameter ruled sur-

faces Rjj, R2j of a congruence R(u,v) pass through the line Ro of

the congruence. Let B and Bj, B^ be Blaschke vectors of these ruled 

surfaces respectively, and ip be angle between the edges R^ and R^

of Blaschke trihedrons of the ruled surfaces Rj and R^ respecti-

vely. Among the Blaschke vectors and the common line Ro of these 
three ruled surfaces, there exists the relation

B = P ( Cos tp Sin tp
Bz +

d tjı
Ro)B, + (III.7)

,where P, Pj = v’B: Pj = VR are the magnıtudes of the ruled surfaces

Rp Rjj and Rjj respectively, and dS is the dual arc element of the 

ruled surface Rj

Proof: li we take (1-4) and (II.4) into account, since the Blaschke

vector of the trihedron (Ro = Rp R^, Rj) is B, tve have

dRz dR, 
dt

B X Rz
P

B X Ro 
P (III.8)1 

P

If (II.7) is derived with respect to S and the two last trihedrons of (II.l) 
is taken into account and using the relation (II.9), we have
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dRj 
dS

d^22 

dS Sin (p + RoX(R22 Sin 'P + R^ Cos Ap)
d 4> 
“dS

From the relations (III.1), (III.2) and (II.7) we get

M

dRz 
dS — C X R2 4“ (Ro X Rj) = (C + Ro

d tp
) X R2d ıp 

“d^

Let the expression in the paranthesis will be denoted by M for shortness 
then

C = M — Ro d ^p 
~dS~ (III.9)

From the two last relations

dRj 
"d^ = M X Rj (III.IO)

is found. From (III.1) and (III.9)

dRo 
dS = M X Ro (III.ll)

If we compare the relations (III.8) with the relations (III. 10) and 
(III.ll)

o = (-m + — ) X R2, o = (-M + — ) X Ro 

are obtained respectively. From these two relations

U R = V Ro
can be obtained, where U and V are 

(III.12)
dual scalars. But the equation

(III.12) is not possible dne to the first relation of (II.l), thus

M — B
P == 0 B =x P M
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From this relation and (III.9)

B = P (C + Ro d tp
) (III.13)

is obtained and by substituting (III.2) in (III.13) we get the relation 
(111.7) 

Depending 
expressed:

on the theorem (III.3), the following corollaries can be

Corollany 111.2. The Blaschke vector of the thiredron (Rj, Rj,

Rj) of Rj ruled surface of R (u.v) congruence can be expressed by

the relation (III.13), depending on the Blaschke vector C of the tri-

hedron (Rj, Rj^, ^22) •

Corollary III.3. We have the relation

2 = 2j Cos ’jj + 2^ Sin (p + d «p 
"d^ (III. 14)

Where 2 and 2j, 2^ are the dual spherical curvatures of a ruled sur- 
face and parameter ruled surfaces of a congruence respectively.

Proof: Substituting the Rlaschke vectors R, Rj and Bj in (III.7)

and expressing dot product of the two side of the equality by Ro

Q = P (
Cos tp Sin tp Q2 + dtp

TısQı + )

is obtained. Taking (I.l) into consideration, from the relation above 
we get (III.14). The relation (III.14) is respond to LiouviUe’s formula 
of the theory of surfaces (III), (VI).

Corollary III.4. For the dual spherical curvature of the ruled sur-

face Rj, we have the relation:

y _ _Q_ 
P

P12’ dRjz 
"d^

d tp 
dS+ (III.15)
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Proof; From the first relation of (II.2), and (III.13)

Q = Rot = P< Ro, C> + P
d tp 
"dS"B

By substituting (III.6) in the ahove eguation and reminding 

Qs = -p - , we get (III.15)

ÖZET

Üç kısımdan oluşan bu çalışmanın birinci kısmı temel bilgilere ayrılmıştır. İkinci kısımda

bir R (u,v) doğru kongrüansının bir Rj regle yüzeyi ve asal rengle yüzeyler olarak seçilen R^, Rg^
parametre regle yüzeylerine ait büyüklükler arasında elde edilmiş olan bilgi ve bağıntılardan 
üçüncü kısım için gerekli olanları verilmiştir.

Üçüncü kısımda, kısım ikide konu edilen üç regle yüzeyin Blaschke vektörleri (dual ani 
hızlan) arasında 

B « P( Cos tj;
»I +

Sin tp d (Jj 
~dS

R,«2) + 0

bağıntısı elde edildi. Bu bağıntı kullamlarak yüzeyler teorisine ait Liouville, J. formülü, regle 
yüzeyin invaryantı olan dual küresel eğrilikler arasında bir bağıntı verilerek doğrular uzayına 
genelleştirildi ve bu bağıntılarla ilgili bazı sonuçlar verildi.
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